LITERATURE STUDIES AND LINGUISTICS

P. 7. Vyatkina I.A., Lebedeva O.B. BILINGUISM OF EPISTOLARY HERITAGE OF V.A. ZHUKOVSKY. This article is devoted to the problems of bilinguism in Russian literature at the beginning of the XIXth century, regarded on the material of Russian and French letters of V.A. Zhukovsky to the Russian Empress Alexandra Theodorovna. The French language, being the language of high society, often served as a basis for writing of Russian texts. Analyzing the letter of Zhukovsky to the Empress written in three versions (two in French and one in Russian) the authors of this article make an attempt to reveal the French substratum of Zhukovsky’s Russian letter.

P. 11. Zhiliakov A.S. AESTHETIC AND POETIC OF MYSTERY IN TALE OF A.M. REMIZOV «THE NIGHT DARK» (A SUBJECT OF «DEAD FIANCÉ»). The article is dedicated to poetics of a tale «Night is dark» by A.M. Remizov from the collection «Pesolony» (1906th), and the investigation of matter of mystery and wonderful, and also author’s attitude to romantic tradition. There is considering in the article about a subject “dead fiance” in comparison with a ballad of V.A. Zhukovsky «Ludmila», and opening peculiarities of hronotop, artistic symbol, narrative, illustrate the philosophical and aesthetical orientation of A.M. Remizov to the experimenting of romanticism.

P. 17. Kalitkina G.V. DIALECT DICTIONARIES AS A LINGUISTIC AND CULTURAL SOURCE: AN ATTEMPT AT TRADITION RECONSTRUCTION. Dialect dictionaries are hypertext of traditional culture. The set of the Middle of dictionaries makes it possible to reconstruct some elements of tradition and follow its deformation in the course of XX.

P. 24. Kosjakov G.V. THE MYTH-POETICS OF WINGED SOUL IN THE RUSSIAN ROMANTIC POETRY. In this article the author comprehends very vital questions, connected with a discovery of religious and mythological sources of Russian romantic poetry. The author writes about religious and mythological sources of different images: lark, swan, swallow, eagle. This scientific work considers the problem of immortality in the Russian romantic poetry.

P. 28. Kuksin I.A. INFORMATION PRIORITIES OF THE BROADCASTING COMPANIES COMPETING ON TOMSK NEWS THE MARKET. The author analyzes information priorities, broadcasting companies competing on Tomsk news the market.

P. 33. Lopatina E.E., Yanushkevich A.S. THE MOCK TRILOGY BY M.A. DMITRIEV AND THE BALLAD WORLD OF V.A. ZHUKOVSKY. The given article examines M.A. Dmitriev’s parodies to Zhukovsky’s ballads, created in the epoch of the Russian journalism renaissance, especially the trade direction in it. The ballads by Zhukovsky disclosed their potentials not only as the «genre memory» but also as the memory of the Russian humorous culture in the epoch of «Arzamas».

P. 37. Makarova E.A. TYPOLOGY OF CHARACTER THE LIGHT AND COLOUR SEEING OF THE WORLD IN THE «SIBERIAN STORIES AND SKETCHES» OF V.G. KOROLENKO. Understanding and interpretation of the made of Siberia in the early works of V.G. Korolenko is put before the readership. Firstly this image was being formed in his diaries, letters and notebooks. The type of a vagabond character, his way of behavior, which was determined by the Siberian time and space, the light and colour seeing of the world both by the character and the author are generated in the «Siberian stories and sketches».

P. 45. Menglinova L.B. APOCALYPTICAL MYTH IN RUSSIAN APOLOGETIC LITERATURE OF THE XVTH CENTURY. The given paper deals with the character of interpreting the apocalyptic myth in Russian apologetic literature of the start of the XXth century. The principal attention is devoted to the apocalyptic by S.N. Bulgakov.

P. 52. Mozhalava G.V., Mishankina N.A. CONTENT ANALYSIS OF HISTORIOGRAPHIC SOURCE (STUDIES ON THE INTERDISCIPLINARITY OF LINGUISTICS METHODS). In the article are reflected the results of research of a discourse historiography sources as uniform information object for revealing all kinds of The information contained in it and forming of model of an information field of the historian. Originality of the approach is based on displacement of focus of research in area of information potential of a language code of the text. The basic result became application of the information approach and linguistics methods for «expansion» of the latent information contained in the historiography text.

P. 61. Petrunina S.P. THE WORD TO AS AN AUXILIARY PART OF SPEECH IN THE MIDDLE OB AREA DIALECTS. The paper deals with the peculiarities of the functioning of the word to as a particle, to as a postfix of indefinite pronouns and to as a conjunction in the dialects of Middle Ob area.

P. 65. Poryadina R.N. DISCOURSE RULES AS A TEXTPRODUCING MECHANISM (ON THE MATERIAL OF THE RUSSIAN PATIOS OF THE MIDDLE OB’ REGIONS). The article is devoted to the problem of singling out the significant units of discourse. The author describes discourse as sing semiotics, works out the principle of discourse semantic description, develops the notion of discourse rule, discloses the textproducing potential of discourse norms.

P. 73. Prohorova I.E. SOCIAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL AIM AND CREATIVE POSITION OF WRITER AND PUBLICIST (AROUND VYAZEMSKY’S EPISTOL «TO SIBIRYAKOV»). In this article Vyazemsky’s programm poem for the first time is considered in the context of discussion the strategic ways related to ruling in the country conservative parties which became actual at the
end of 1810-th – at the beginning of 1820-th. The comparative analysis of the totality of statements on these problems by the author of the epistle «To Sibiryakov» and by Jukovsky, Pushkin and Turgenev allows to find out the peculiarities of Vyazemsky’s position during «Warsaw’s period» as a consecutive liberal and «fighter» – pamphleteer.

P. 79. Razumova N.E., Konovalenko A.G. VALERIY BRYUSOV – A TRANSLATOR OF EDGAR POE’S BALLADS. In the article main features of V. Bryusov’s concept of literary ballad are disclosed. Taking into consideration Bryusov’s theoretical remarks it is obvious that he distinguishes two terms: «ballade» and «ballad». However in his poetical practice these genres are not so strongly demarcated. All the poems which are identified as «ballads» or «ballades» by the author are analysed in order to discover main lines in transformation of these genres in Bryusov’s works and to reveal his individual intentions.

P. 86. Tubalova I.V., Emer J.A. MORDERN SIBERIA VILLAGE IN FOLKLORE MODEL (LINGVOCKETURAL DESCRIBING). The linguistic and cultural model also contains the results of the analysis and characteristics of such elements of the folklore text as the verbal noun and the folklore neo-formation (in various genres) viewed in respect of their world modelling potential, as well as the results of the object’s axiological structure analysis. The Middle Ob folklore, and Russian national folklore in the whole, does not reflect all the life sides of a given society, but it does reflect the most important world defining models. One of the forms of the models representation in their aesthetic variety is folklore genres, common within the given society.

P. 93. Shevlyakov A.V. ANTHROPONIMICON OF DIALECT’S LANGUAGE’S PERSON: ASPECTS OF STUDYING. This paper is devoted to complex studying of dialect’s language’s person through anthroponomical prism. The system of anthroponims is being considered in formal, semantic, functional and lexicographical aspects.

P. 98. Shchitov A.G. FEATURES OF TEACHING OF LITERATURE WITH USE INFORMATIONAL AND COMMUNICATIVE PEDAGOGICAL TECHNOLOGY IN ADDITIONAL EDUCATION. The author of the article considers the features of teaching of literature to senior pupils with the use of informational and communicative pedagogical technology on the basis of created by the author multimedia educational complex, allowing to solve complex didactic problems in different scenarios.

P. 102. Shchitova O.G. FUNCTIONAL AND STYLISTIC MIGRATION OF BORROWINGS AS ONE OF CRITERIA OF THEIR ASSIMILATION IN A LANGUAGE-RECIPIENT. The article is devoted to the functional aspect of assimilation of borrowings in a recipient language. The author discovers particular cases of functional and stylistic migration of the colloquial speech: widening of sphere of using colloquial words; a transference borrowings from one terminological field to another one; using commonly used borrowings in terminological area and others; deactualization of borrowings.

THE PROBLEMS OF FOREIGN LANGUAGE TEACHING

P. 109. Vasileva E.N. THEORETIC-METHODOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF RESEARCH INTO SOCIAL-CULTURAL EDUCATION. The author of the article studies innovative processes in education in correlation with its social nature. Special attention is paid to professional training of the specialists in social-cultural sphere.

P. 113. Gural S.K. HOW TO SPEAK A CORRECT ENGLISH OR IS THERE «A STANDARD ENGLISH»? The problem raised in the article is in its title: «How to speak a correct English or is there a standard English?». The background and formation of both «standard English» and the languages the ethnic groups of Great Britain speak has been analyzed in the article. The article provides evident to the fact that the development of languages is preconditioned of historical and cultural development of the mankind; and the language itself is a flexible constantly developing system.

P. 116. Savinova N.A., Mikhaleva L.V. AUTHENTIC MATERIAL AS A CONSTITUENT PART OF COMMUNICATIVE COMPETENCE. This article is about methodology of English language teaching basing on authentic material in the conditions of communicative aimed learning. Here we define the role of authentic materials in the process of forming communicative competence, advantages and disadvantages of authentic materials in a cognitive activity of students.

PHILOSOPHY

P. 120. Golovko N.V. NATURALIZATION OF EPISTEMOLOGY AND REINTRODUCING OF PSYCHOLOGY: THE MOTIVATION PROBLEM. Philip Kitcher says that the preservation of the normative project within the traditional naturalism requires development of a conception of cognitive value. This paper presents a traditional realists-instrumentalists contradiction in defining such a cognitive value within the acceptance of the naturalistic idea that the epistemic status of the belief state depends on the psychological processes that generate and sustain it.

P. 125. Kilis Y.A. THE PURPORT OF LIFE AS THE HARMONY REALIZATION OF THE ABSOLUTE AND THE RELATIVE. This article inquires the category of Harmony in the special aspect of the absolute and the relative mutual relation. The investigation offers the decision of the fundamental philosophical problem of the purport of creation and the subjectivity as itself.

P. 129. Shcherbin A.I., Gomanovich N.V., Ershova I.A. MASS MEDIA AS A FACTOR OF THE RUSSIAN POLITICAL PROCESS AT THE BEGINNING OF THE XXI CENTURY (THE VALUE ASPECT). The subject of research in this article is the situation in modern Russian political process, when technical advantages of mass-media let us to talk mass-media’s «postmodern» potential about, but the content of political communication, methods and technologies its influence confirms the thought that Russia is the «modern», dilating in its development. In this case we will talk only valuable elements of political telecasting and press-media in federal and region’s levels about.
P. 194. Pautova S.V. **MOTIVATION PROBLEM IN BUDGETING SYSTEM.** The article discusses budget management problems, solutions are being analyzed, the instruments that influence the staff motivation into process budget system realization are being defined.

P. 198. Tyuleneva N.A. **ACTUAL PROBLEMS OF FORMATION OF THE SOCIAL-LABOUR RELATIONS.** In article the social-labour relations are considered during transformation of the relations of the property. The features of realization of the social-labour relations in motivational processes at the present stage are opened. The accent on consideration of motivation of work is done as providing and supporting system of development of business. The necessity of the qualitatively new approach to management of labour motivation is proved on the basis of the formulated principles.

P. 207. Chausova E.V. **DYNAMIC NETWORK INVENTORY CONTROL MODEL WITH INTERVAL ASSIGNED DEMAND AND DELAYS.** We study a dynamic inventory control system described by a network model with uncertain demand and delays. We have shown that the problem can be reduced to the one without delays previously studied. The state variable of the resulting instantaneous model represents the inventory position given by the goods actually present in the system (on-hand stock) plus the goods already ordered and leading to it (on-order stock). By using interval analysis tools including extended Kaucher interval arithmetic we derive necessary and sufficient existence conditions of a feasible feedback control, obtain an optimal feasible storage level and define sufficient existence conditions of an optimal feasible control strategy, then we develop the algorithm of finding the optimal control strategy.

P. 212. Chikov M.V. **THE ANALYSIS OF TRANSFORMATION OF INSTITUTES: METHODOLOGY OF RESEARCH.** Existing research circuits of the analysis institutional changes do not always correspond to complex structure of relations in the Russian validity, therefore their updating aside deeper judgement institutional nucleus of researched systems is necessary. For this purpose reconsideration of the nature institutional formations is necessary, therefore we will address to elements of the theory of construction of a social reality of John Searle and the evolutionary theory.

**LEGAL**

P. 215. Boltanova E.S. **ABOUT ACQUISITION OF THE RIGHTS ON THE LAND BY LANDLORDS.** The land legislation whish regulates acquisition of the rights on the land under objects of the immovable property is investigated in the article. The analysis of the most complicated problems arising from the acquisition of the land rights is suggested. The question about the norms correlation in the various legal acts on this issue is considered.

P. 219. Voronkova E.R. **TRADE UNION MEMBERS RIGHTS ON CREAT BRITAIN LEGISLATION.** On the basis of modern legislation legal status of trade union members is considered in Great Britain. It is revealed two mechanism of its protection: juridical and corporative.

P. 221. Gorbunov Y.S. **NEW IN THE ANTITERRORIST LEGISLATION.** The author of this article describes the latest and most significant changes in the Russian legislation, which take into account the experience gained in this sphere of fight against terrorism and the terror response system arisen in the Russian Federation by far.

P. 224. Gorbunov Y.S. **A SERIES OF STEPS IN THE SPHERE OF FIGHT AGAINST TERRORISM.** In this article the author offers a series of steps in the sphere of fight against terrorism, which includes improvements in the national legislation, the international law and mechanisms for the cooperation between states and their responsible authorities, development of the power of the Federal Security Service, reinforcement of legality controls over actions of responsible authorities etc.

**BIOLOGY**

P. 228. Danchenko A.M., Davadeov V.V., Beh I.A. **FOREST – VEGETABLE CONDITIONS AND TYPES OF CEDAR’S FORESTS OF THE NORTH-EAST ALTAI.** Description of the top soil, characteristics of the types of cedar’s forests, their coinciding with highlands belts and with orographic conditions are represented. In lowlands belt it was determined 8 forest’s types, which are combined to 6 groups of forest’s types; in middle-mountainous zone, sub-alpine and sub-goletz (alpine tundra) belts – 14 types and 5 groups of forest’s types. The diagnostic table the types of cedar’s forests of the north-east Altay are suggested.

P. 236. Danchenko M.A. **THE EVALUATION OF NON-TIMBER UTILITIES OF FOREST RESEARCH. THE ECONOMIC AND ECOLOGICAL METHODS.** The economic and ecological methods of the evaluation of non-timber utilities are considered in this paper.

**MEMORIS. MEMORY DATES. PERSONALITIES**

P. 238. Mogilnzki B.G., Suprigina G.G. **MAN OF SCIENCE, CITIZEN. 75 ANNIVERSARY OF N.S. CHERKASOV.** Article is devoted to Nikolay Sergeevich Cherkasov, a bright and talented staff member of Historical Faculty of Tomsk State University. Nikolay Sergeevich Cherkasov was a founder of Siberian German Studies, an eminent representative of Tomsk historiography school and a highly erudite person.